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Abstract—Certain energy storage technologies are well-suited to the high-frequency, high-cycling operation which is required in provision of load frequency control (LFC). To limit the total stored energy capacity required while reducing the cycling burden on traditional thermal generators, the LFC signal may be split between thermal generators and energy storage units. To evaluate the dispatch of energy storage units in concert with thermal generators, this paper presents energy-duration curves and ramp-rate-duration curves as graphical tools. The energy storage requirement and thermal ramping requirement may also be graphically compared to provide insight for cost evaluations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional thermal generators are limited in their ability to provide load frequency control (LFC) because of restrictions on power ramp rate. [1]–[3]. By contrast, certain energy storage devices are well suited to such high-frequency, high-power cycling operation [4]–[6].

The approach described in this work is to split the LFC signal between two dissimilar sets of assets: nimble but lower-capacity energy storage units, and slower traditional thermal generators. The goal is to decrease the fuel and maintenance requirements of the thermal generators and to enable the integration of variable generation resources that can increase LFC requirements [7]. Further, this approach may enable better provision of LFC through the use of storage to track fast fluctuations without increased cost. This paper proposes graphical tools for use in evaluating the suitability and dispatching of an energy storage unit for LFC duty. Also proposed is a broad strategy for incorporating the storage in dispatch.

The use of energy storage units for LFC has been limited by the concern that they will unexpectedly be completely filled or emptied and hence be made unavailable. The graphical tools suggested here, called energy-duration curves and ramp-rate-duration curves, seek to manage and inform the dispatch of energy storage for LFC. Using these tools on a representative data set, it is easy to see the net energy storage and ramp rates that LFC requires. Unit outage rates due to insufficient energy capacity may be predicted based on historical data and the system may be designed to avoid or mitigate any such outages. Different methods for dividing the power signal between energy storage and thermal assets may then be easily compared using the curves.

II. BACKGROUND

Load frequency control, or the minute-to-minute adjustment of generated power on the grid to follow fluctuations in load, is traditionally provided by baseload, mid-merit, or peaking thermal plants running at part load [1]. This is an expensive mode of operation, because in addition to the efficiency penalty imposed by part-load operation, the plants also suffer an additional efficiency penalty when throttling [8], [9]. The varying output power can also increase maintenance costs and increase wear and tear on the plants [3]. Even so, the LFC performance of these plants may not be sufficient for good grid control, as response times and ramp rates are limited [2].

By contrast, energy storage plants can be very well suited to the provision of LFC. Some energy storage technologies (such as flywheels and some battery chemistries) are very nimble and can rapidly change power settings with virtually unlimited ramp rates [4]. Unlike in arbitrage applications like load-shifting, in this application a small energy capacity is not a major difficulty. Some energy storage plants have successfully been incorporated into the electric grid for frequency control [5], [6], [10]. Still, the use of energy storage for this application is not widespread.

The use of energy storage units for LFC requires some different analytical tools from those associated with traditional thermal generating units. Because of the mixture of time scales in this problem, time-series graphics of LFC power requirements offer little insight. For thermal units, the load-duration curve is a useful tool for examining use patterns [11]. However, load-duration curves provide no information on ramp rates or required net energy delivery. Fourier decompositions also fail to provide insight into net energy and ramp rate because the magnitude and phase decompositions are not easily interpreted. When using an energy storage unit in concert with thermal units, two related metrics become more important. The first we shall call the ramp-rate-duration curve, and the second the energy-duration curve.

III. DIVIDE REGULATION BURDEN

The main approach taken in this paper is to divide the burden of LFC between fast energy storage units and slower traditional thermal generators [12]. In this way, the energy storage can assume the fastest-cycling portion of the required
LFC and allow thermal generators to be operated at steadier conditions. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Block diagram of scheme to partition load frequency control signal between thermal generators and energy storage units.](image)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of scheme to partition load frequency control signal between thermal generators and energy storage units.

To demonstrate this concept, this paper uses a data set from a United States balancing area which includes 10-second total control area load. The data set runs for 9 non-consecutive days representing different load conditions and times of year. All data processing is done on each day individually to avoid artifacts due to the discontinuity between days. The raw load data is initially processed through a 5-point median filter to remove anomalous data spikes. This minimally processed load data is included as Fig. 2. This data is used in the following sections to illustrate the techniques which are described.

![Total load power in a balancing area on 9 non-consecutive days. Data points are sampled every 10 seconds. Note that discontinuities between days do not represent actual step changes in load and each day is processed individually in figures that follow.](image)

Fig. 2. Total load power in a balancing area on 9 non-consecutive days. Data points are sampled every 10 seconds. Note that discontinuities between days do not represent actual step changes in load and each day is processed individually in figures that follow.

**IV. RAMP-RATE-DURATION CURVE**

The ramp-rate-duration curve displays the use of ramping capability in much the same way as a load-duration curve displays the use of (thermal) power capacity. It is a visual representation of the fraction of time that a certain total ramp rate is required of a generating system. A ramp-rate-duration curve can be constructed by first determining the ramp rate by taking the derivative (or finite differences) of the dispatched power curve. The ramp-rate-duration curve is then created by tallying the fraction of time the ramp rate is at or below a certain level, for example by sorting the ramp rate curve data [13].

The ramp-rate-duration curve corresponding to Fig. 2 is in Fig. 3, where a small number of outlying points have been removed. The flat portion in the center of the curve is due to the use of the median filter. This figure clearly indicates the potentially large ramp rate requirement of the regulation signal, compared to the capabilities of thermal units. Although some of the larger ramp rates indicated by this plot may be due to data collection errors, the data indicate an average absolute ramp rate of about 24 MW/min, out of a total generating capacity of 10-20 GW [1].

The reason for using a ramp-rate-duration curve stems from a performance difference between traditional thermal assets and energy storage units. While in general energy storage units are able to ramp from one power level to another very quickly, ramping with thermal units is slow and is more expensive than steady state operation [2]–[4]. From the ramp-rate-duration curve of an LFC signal sent to a thermal unit, both the maximum ramp rate to be required of the unit and the fraction of time the unit is ramping at any given rate are clear.

![Ramp-rate-duration curve for total area load power (corresponding to Fig. 2). The large ramp rates are difficult and expensive for thermal generators to produce.](image)

Fig. 3. Ramp-rate-duration curve for total area load power (corresponding to Fig. 2). The large ramp rates are difficult and expensive for thermal generators to produce.

**V. ENERGY DURATION CURVE**

The energy-duration curve is similar to the ramp-rate-duration curve, but tallies net energy required at each instant. It is primarily of interest for resources that cannot deliver nonzero average power. Because a nonzero average power value will lead to a ramp in energy upon integration, the low frequency components of a power signal must be removed before an energy-duration curve is created. As an illustration, a Chebyshev type I high-pass filter of order 3 is used to remove certain points outside of 5 standard deviations were removed if their absolute values exceeded 4 times the absolute value of neighboring points on both sides. This intentionally conservative method for detecting telemetry errors resulted in the removal of less than 0.1% of data points. Some remaining points may also be the result of telemetry errors. Balancing Area engineers indicated that sustained load ramps do not generally exceed about 40 MW/min, although ramp rates for shorter changes may be higher.
separate high-frequency and low-frequency components. The break frequency of this filter is approximately 1/60 minutes. The high-frequency and low-frequency components of the signal are illustrated in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. High- and low-frequency portions of the total power signal of Fig. 2 using a Chebyshev type I filter of order 3, with a cutoff frequency of approximately 1/60 min, in a scheme like that illustrated in Fig. 1. The sum of the upper and lower graphs is equal to the total signal.](image)

Once a power signal with only high-frequency content has been generated, the net energy as a function of time is obtained by taking the integral of the power curve. This is pictured in Fig. 5. However, if low frequency components of the power signal have been effectively removed, it is difficult to draw further conclusions about energy storage requirement from this graph.

The energy-duration curve is created by tallying the percent of time that the net energy requirement is at or below a certain level. (For example, this can be done by sorting the data points.) Figure 6 shows the energy-duration curve corresponding to the high-frequency portion of the control signal of Fig. 4. Note that the absolute energy values in the energy-duration curve are of less interest than the total change, so the data has been shifted vertically to set the low energy point to zero.

The advantage of the energy-duration curve is that it simplifies the evaluation of whether a given energy storage unit is well-suited to following a given power signal. First, the maximum required energy storage capacity is readily available from the two ends of the graph. Furthermore, it is easy to determine how often the storage capacity is being used. As can be seen from Fig 6, an energy storage unit of only 14 MWh would be sufficient to follow the high-frequency regulation signal of Fig. 4.

**VI. EXAMPLE FILTER EVALUATION**

To illustrate the utility of the energy- and ramp-rate-duration curves, consider again the task of partitioning the load power signal of Fig. 2 between fast-acting, limited-energy storage units and slower, limited-power thermal generators. The goal of the partition is to limit the total required energy storage and the maximum and average ramp rate of the thermal units while adequately responding to the entire signal. The ultimate aim is to produce a method to partition the power requirement in real-time. Hence, only causal candidate filters are investigated.

To demonstrate the use of this technique, the effects of a class of simple filters will be explored. All filters seek to partition the signal between the thermal and energy storage assets to more effectively take advantage of the strengths of each unit type. The Chebyshev type I high-pass filter used in Section V was selected for its good attenuation of low frequencies and its fast transition band. A filter of order 3 was found to offer a good compromise between fast rolloff and the increased delay produced by additional poles.

A range of cutoff frequencies was selected with periods from 20 minutes to 90 minutes. Because filters with these cutoff frequencies lead to moderate energy storage requirements, higher frequencies are not included in these plots. Figure 7 illustrates the energy-duration curves which result...
from these filters. The energy capacity requirement for these filters ranges from about 12 to about 130 MWh. The power requirement for the high frequency component of these filters is included as Fig. 8. Each filter requires about ±400 MW and thus the 20 minute cutoff filter requires about 2 minutes of energy storage, while the filter with a 90 minute period cutoff requires about 20 minutes of energy storage. The substantial improvement in thermal unit ramp rate which these filters provide may be seen in Fig. 9. It is notable that both the energy-duration curves and the ramp-rate-duration curves have long "tails," indicating a requirement for high energy storage capacity and high ramping capability which are used only infrequently.

VII. RAMP RATE VERSUS ENERGY STORAGE

Another way to visualize the interaction of fast energy storage with traditional thermal units is with of a plot of average ramp rate versus maximum energy storage requirement. Instead of plotting the percent of time spent at each ramp rate or at each stored energy level, the average of the absolute ramp rate is used as a ramping cost metric and plotted against the maximum energy storage required. In this way several filters or dispatch methods can be compared, and an economically and operationally appropriate solution may be selected by comparing the cost of energy storage with the cost of ramping. An example of this plot including the Chebyshev filters is shown as Fig. 10.

Fig. 7. Energy-duration curve of high frequency portion of load power signal using Chebyshev type I high-pass filters of order 3 with several different cutoff frequencies.

Fig. 8. Power-duration curve of high frequency portion of load power signal using Chebyshev type I high-pass filters of order 3 with several different cutoff frequencies. Displays the power requirement corresponding to the energy requirement of Fig. 8.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has demonstrated some of the advantages of dividing the burden of LFC between fast energy storage units and slower traditional thermal generators. The use of fast energy storage can lead to substantial reductions in the ramp rate requirement of the thermal units and thus to reduced costs.
Energy-duration curves and ramp-rate-duration curves are useful tools for evaluating the performance of dispatch methods. Slope-duration curves in particular may also prove useful in other applications which focus on ramping at different time scales, such as for economic dispatch.
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